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The Symbolic “X”

My story begins with my name because name is the first thing people use to identify one
to others. So name is my first and most important symbol.

On my website I drew a web of relation and separations of my life as: 18 years being Xie
Rong in China and 7years being Echo Morgan in UK. On my sketch book I put a cross
‘X’. Half Xie Rong and half Echo Morgan. My story will leads you enter my cross
identity.

This cross sign ‘X’ can be a letter “X” which is also the first letter of my Chinese name:
Xie 谢. This character is made out of three parts: 言 language, 身 body, 寸 ruler. And that
remind of me the transitional Chinese ruler for female’s speech and behavior. Rather
sarcastically this character means: Thanks.

“X” is pronounced as: Ex, the past. My “X” is my past- my life as Xie Rong. “X” is a
mark as negation: as NO, as delete, as dead. I changed my name to Echo Morgan so for
many people I have met Xie Rong was never excised; Echo Morgan could be anyone’s
child and have any nationality. I “delete” my “past”. “X” is also unknown, “XX” in
biology is female (XY sex-determination system. females have two of the same kind of
sex chromosome XX). “XXX” is identified as pornography. “XXXX” is the
unpresentable word “fuck” or the sweet sigh of kiss.

This is my “X” my cross, at the right is east, left is west. Above is my language, below is
my body. The cross sign will be the structure of my story, taking you to my memory from
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the east to the west where you can hear my speech and seeing my body in the ruler of
history and culture change. And you will see my “X” grow into my ladder, my labyrinths.

My “X” is animated and unknown further just like a paper future teller (see Fig. 1)

let’s begin with the east; I am now taking you to ChengDu. Where me and
pandas come from.
My birth name is Xie Rong. In Chinese character Written as: 谢蓉 meaning: ‘Thanks to
confederate rose’ or ‘Thanks to Chengdu’: my home town even thanks to my mum
whose name is also Rong. Chinese puts the family name as first name because family
name shows the root; given name shows individuality. So we write family name first to
show the importance! 蓉 is my given name also written as a character made out off two
parts: 草: grass and 容: easy. Looking at those two characters and breaking down the
meaning, I surprisingly see a portrait of myself: A simple looking little virgin: short hair,
boyish clothes, looking worried and sad, rather like a careless grass. Controlled and
restricted by the rule of family history and communist educations. (see Fig. 2)

“Everything in the world began with a ‘yes’. One molecule said yes to another molecule
and life was born” (Clarice Lispector)

My dad’s molecule said yes to my mum’s molecule, I was born in 1983. My root is joined
by two family branches. In my sketch book I drew one “X” is a cross of my father and
mother’s families. Every family has a book, my family book begin with my grandma
Feng and granny Xie.
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Me
Nightmares
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Roots: my family tree was planted in two women’s tears. (see Fig.3)

Feet bound grandma Feng

My grandma from my mum’s side Feng is a farmer’s daughter who had her feet bound
until the civil war started, she never went to school, not able to read or write. She never
has a job. My grandpa worked as a chef for the communist party in Beijing and came
home once years, my grandma lives with her mother in law-- my great-granny who only
cares about the “root of the family- male heir” so under that pressure Feng had ten
children but “unfortunately “only one son and nine daughters. So she failed to fulfill my
great-granny’s satisfaction and brought up ten children alone.

The “new woman” Granny Xie and her two marriages:

Marriage one: The birth of “Xie”

My dad’s family my granny Xie come from a very privileged family background, they
had land and factories. I have a photo of her: a black and white professional studio
photo, she looks like a movie star: Curly hair, tailored suit, white silk scarf. She always
smiles so confidently because she was the first female generation who is graduated from
university in modern China. As many other “new woman” in china she is proud to be
educated and hates everything belongs to the past. At university she was in love and
married my grandfather Yong: An intelligent young man came from a poor village. He
studied engineering and speaks five languages. After their marriage my granny worked as
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an accountant and my grandfather worked as a translator. They had two sons my uncle
and my dad. Everything was perfect until when my granny was pregnant with my dad.
One day, she found letter, a letter from my grandfather‘s wife in his village! Granny xie
shockingly discovered: her beloved husband had already married and has two daughters
in his village before he had moved to the city to study.

In Chinese tradition, especially in very poor villages the male farmer is the only financial
support and heart of the family. Often he will be arranged to marry an older woman when
he is only 11 or 12, so the older woman will be free labour for house work and also give
the family an heir as soon as the boy is mature enough. It’s called is: 童養媳 which
means: 童= Child, 養= nanny and 媳= daughter in law. My grandfather is 12 years
younger than his childbearing, to coin a phrase, ‘nanny wife’, after he left the village at
the age of 18 his wife stayed looking after his whole family. She couldn’t read or write
and kept her faith as a ‘daughter in law’ by also looking after my grandfather’s parents
and two of their daughters. After both of my grandfather’s parents died she tried to look
for my grandfather by asking for someone to write a letter. She said in her letter:

“Forgive me for writing to you! Your parents past away, I write to you not for reunion
just for some money to maintain mine and our daughters’ lives in the village. I knew you
must be remarried, I am sorry I couldn’t give you a son.”

This letter ended my granny Xie’s marriage. She was heartbroken because of my
grandfather didn’t tell her the truth and also because her compassion for the poor ‘nanny
wife’s’ unfair life. She couldn’t bear having this ugly family history in her own life. The
tragedy style does not fit in with her proud attitude. She changed my uncle and my dad’s
family name from: 永 Yong meaning forever --the family name from my grandfather to
谢“Xie” her own family name. She took their two sons and never let them to see or talk
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about my grandfather Yong again.

They divorced in1953 after my dad’s birth, three years later the Cultural Revolution
began. My granny was forced to give all the family fortune to the government and start
worked in a factory. Her capitalist family background made her position very dangerous
during the dark ten years she decided to marry a red guard to show her integrity for
revolution and her faithful belief to the communist party. She abandoned my father and
my uncle to her alcoholic dad.

In the Cultural Revolution, being a translator made my grandfather Yong a black list
“slave to western culture” his leg was broken by the red guards. When I was three years
old, an old man with disabled legs brought me a rocking horse and taught me the first
English word I know: “white horse” that was my grandfather, the most intelligent man I
never get to know.

Marriage two: The Red Guard who buried 30 GuQins

GuQin, a seven-stringed zither, is China’s oldest stringed instrument, with a history of
some 3000 years. It has always been viewed as a symbol of Chinese high culture. (see
Fig.4)
Our second granddad Chao—was a red guard during Cultural Revolution, but he really
was one of the finest GuQin players in China. During the revolution he changed name
and all his identity, report himself as a farmer. During the 10 years, as a red guard leader
he manage to save 30 GuQins from people tried who to destroy them. He buried them
one by one at back of his block of building for 15 years. The oldest Qu Qin he saved was
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from Tang dynasty. It was the male from a pair of instruments, named: Dragon Singing
in a history book: The female one was in Taiwan named “Tiger Laugh”.

As a child I remember seeing many GuQin hanging around his house. Later he gave all to
the Shi Chuan museum and become the director of Si Chuan GuQin in academy. He was
a very lucky and cleaver and extremely brave survivor during the dark years. He named
me Rong after I was born.

My family tree was planted in two woman’s tears: feet bounded grandma Feng: a peasant
who couldn’t read or write. She lived her whole life as a lonely wife and mother of ten
children; educated granny Xie with her two marriage: an intellectual who lost her
happiness in his husband’s previous arranged marriage and has lost her wealthy in the
Cultural Revolution.

The “X” that is my mother and father. (see Fig.5).

My dad said to me: “you are a miracle, my miracle! Me and you mum only had one night
stand! You are miracle!”

“Bad luck” mum:

My mum’s early life meets the every changing event in the new China.
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Childhood: Three Years of Natural Disasters 1958-1961

My mother was born in 1957, two years after the birth of her brother, my mum is the
seventh daughter in the family. Her arrival had broken my great-granny’s dream for more
grandsons so my mum was the “bad luck”. Her childhood was during The Three Years of
Natural Disasters. She remembered she was always starving, never had new clothes,
growing up in such large family she was handed down shoes from her sisters which has
already been repaired many times.

Teenager and youth: Down to the Countryside Movement and The Sino–Vietnamese War
starts

When she finally went to school there was a Down to the Countryside Movement. As she
had only just graduated from middle school my mum was forced to stop any further
education like all other ‘young intellectuals’ they went to the village and worked like a
peasant for five years. Over five years in the countryside my mum had suppress her
feminine nature to compete with the male farmers. 1979, The Sino–Vietnamese War
starts. Army requested nurse to going to the front. My hometown ChengDu is one of the
biggest city in the south-west of China so some of the women are chosen to return to the
city from the village and join the army-nursing team. My mum was one of them. But the
army didn’t send her to Vietnam in the end. Because she premed her hair! She was
publicly criticized they said she was knack of discipline need more education.

Marry the dying virgin
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In the early 80’s my dad was a rather famous gangster in my home town. Had been
growing up with his half blind alcoholic grandfather, he never went to school, he always
said: “I grow up on the street; I grow up in the gangs.” At age of 7 he becomes a little
Red guard in the Cultural Revolution. For free food and protection he said he enjoyed it
because he gets free train ticket travel around China. In his journey he lost his virginity at
age of 13 to a 27 years old woman, he started working as a wood worker, car repair,
transporter. He smokes the best cigarettes; he wears flare trousers, carries boom box and
dance on the street. He makes money by selling stolen cars.

Coming from two different worlds made my mum and dad curious about each other and
they started dating. 1981, after they dated twice. There was a massive car accident, a
coach driven cross my mum’s body. My aunty said when they saw her in the hospital my
mum was soaked in blood.

They saw a big hole on my mum’s body all the way from her bum to her left leg. The
doctor said: “she will be lucky to live for three months, she had to lose her leg and
couldn’t have children” my mum was only 24 and still a virgin. She was in the coma for
one month, dying. Her lower body was badly damaged and now infected in the hot
weather so she has to sleep on a special bed with a hole to air her bum which now
covered with maggots. My dad visited her everyday, he would lay on the floor under the
bed and took the maggots one by one out of my mum’s infected muscle. Everyone was
moved, everyone believed he must loved her so much! So when he decided to marry her
while she was still in the coma, their love story was reported on the newspaper.

After their marriage the miracle happened, she woke up and walked again. I look at the
cross I drew earlier and wrote: another “X”. The marriage tied the two lives together but
they continued in separate route never to meet again.
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My Father‘s route

The marriage wasn’t the fairytale as it looked to the outsiders. My dad never lived at
home. He still drank heavily, gambled and never stopped having affairs. He said to me at
my wedding night, he never loves my mum, the reason he married her was because he
thought she was dying. It was only compassion.

In the 80’s, China was taken over by a storm of ‘Opening up’ and ‘Economic Reform
police’. If my parents’ childhood was remembered in hungry and brutal Cultural
Revolution, mine was in a chaotic background of city development and rebuilding;
people were trying to do everything to get rich! There were no rules or laws so it quickly
made my fearless dad big fortune: he opened the first cocktail bar in my hometown, first
brothel, the first underground casino. He lived permanently in a five stars hotel, he said
“it was the only place he can get good dry cleaning”. But the glory time was short lived,
soon the laws were getting pushed through and implemented so he was in jail twice. First
because of his prostitute business; second because: a massive car crash caused by his
drunk driving, 7 people died. He spent all his wealthy buying his freedom.

He visited us a few times a year, my mum used to explain the reason he was never at
home was because: “he is an explorer who is sealing on the yellow river”. He never
stayed or have dinner with us, he just popped his head in to change into a new suit which
he possibility just bought from the shopping mall and put mousse on his hair while
talking loudly on his big black brick like mobile and then he would be gone, again.

My Mother’s route:
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Although my mum’s recovery was successful, she was still very fragile. Carrying terrible
big scars on her legs and bum made her very insecure and unconfident. She was grateful
and happy that my dad stood by her side when she was dying but there was no love! Sex
was torture. She felt impossible to receive pleasure from their interment relationship
mentally and physically and the painful truth slowly revealed its face. She realized my
dad never loved her. They only slept together four times and the miracle happened again.
She was pregnant.

Where the routes cross in my Mother and Fathers ‘X’; it was ‘Ugly Ugly’ Me:

My arrival was the best thing to happen to my mum, it means after all she could see
herself as a complete woman. But because there was not enough space in my mum’s
damaged womb, on 22nd of May, 1983 I was born three and half month premature. My
step grandfather named me “Rong” the same name as my mother because she was putting
her own life in danger by carrying me. So “Xie Rong” means “thank you Rong” or
”thank you Mum”.

My nick name was “丑丑/ Shou Shou” meaning ‘ugly ugly’. I was very thin with soft
yellow hair. Everyone used to say the reason I am so ugly is because I am a premature
baby and my mum was too ill give me enough vitamin which makes my mum cry when
she heard it. I spend most time with my grandma when my mum was working.
Grandma’s foot was injured from the feet binding so she couldn’t run, she bought me a
little red ball and that was the most precious thing in my childhood.

When I was 3 years old I had first argument with my mum and I said: “you are not my
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real mother, I am going to buy a bus ticket to find my dad!” she cried for a long time and
shouted: “you are just as bad as your evil dad and you will grow up just like him.” That
year my grandma died and my mum sent me away to live in a kindergarten full time. I
can only come home every Saturday, it continued until I was 7.

I used to hate the smell of apple and dumplings as a child. Because I use to eat them
everyday in that kindergarten. It was a special privileged nursery design to look after
communist leader’s children. They believe to make a powerful party the people works in
the government should concentrate and focus on their job and not their children so they
created this special nursery. My mum thought communist education can give me strong
disciplines so I have less chance to grow up like my dad.

The kindergarten taught me many great stories based on communist role models to
student. To make my mum proud I was always the monitor in my class. I use to love
performing reading poems about our great leader chairman Mao on the stage, which was
the only time I get to dress up like a girl and get attention. But the experience away from
home from 3 to 7 years old used to gives me the same nightmare: That I was crying for
my mum but the door was locked and covered with coil nails, Chairman Mao’s voice in
the dark and saying: “if you want to be my good child, you have to shut up!”. I would
always wake up screaming and crying in that bedroom that was full of 40 children.

At age of 7 I move back to home and lived with my mum in a 7 square feet tiny flat,
without a kitchen or a bathroom. We sleep on the same bed until I was 15. The ceiling
was made out of layers of cardboard many rats live above there, once when my mum was
cooking a bed of new born rats fall straight into the wok. The image and the screaming of
more than ten pink baby rats made me couldn’t sleep for days. Afraid o f the rats come up
to my bed my mum used to stay up all night setting on a table with a very long stick. She
was my mum and my only family. The walls were cracked and covered by layers of
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newspaper and magazines. So many Cockroaches running around, in China we call them
“the old grandma who stolen oil”. I could smell faces from the outside open air public
toilet. But on the plus side it was always tidy and decorated with flowers.

Nightmares

There were a few horrible moments happened in that little flat not by rats or cockroach
but by my mum and dad.

“you have the bad root! You are devil, I should never have you!”

On one of the Saturday nights when I was home from the kindergarten , I was crying and
begging my mum to watch some cartoons she was still working on her freelance
accountant job, she couldn’t get her calculation right and I couldn’t stop crying and
begging. All of sudden she stood up and dragged me out, she took the coals out of the
cooker, they were still very hot from burning, she pushed me down my knees , she
shouted : “you have the bad root! You are devil, I should never have you!” my knee was
burned and cut by those hot coals to raw red. I cried so hard until I couldn’t breathe. I
fainted. That night left a deep burn in my heart, we never talk about it again. Many years
later I was told she lost her control that night was because my dad was arrested by police
that weekend for running a brothel and she was finally going through her divorce.

“You have my blood in you! You have my blood in you! Your mum is a man! A fake
woman with a broken bum!”
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Another dark winter night my dad broke into our flat. He climbed into our bed, he hands
was covered with blood from the broken glass, and he pressured his body on me, kissed
my cheek and neck with wild and wet tone. His breath was stink of alcohol and smoke.
He started wiping his blood on my face, and repeated: “you have my blood in you! You
have my blood in you! Your mum is a man! A fake woman with a broken bum! I even
fucked that, she lie to me that she was dying. She is a sick man. You are a miracle, my
miracle! You have my blood in you!” I was 9 years old, screaming and crying finally fell
into sleep in my parents fighting. That night has always stayed in my head. I used to
believe one day, that one day he will be back, one day he will rape me.

When the first time my husband asks me what was my childhood likes, I stood up and
walked out of the room. When I think about my childhood I see a screaming little girl, I
see a motionless little class monitor with red scarf and a wall of covered with red paper
flowers and ‘Sanhao ( three good) student’ metals. I see rats fighting under my bed, I see
cockroaches covering my rice bowl, I see tears and fears, and I see darkness. (see Fig.6)
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The school of the Dead

I killed Xie Rong for escaping
Echo,echo,echo
Home is elsewhere

谢(言 language, 身 body, 寸 ruler)
The new ruler of body and language
Break the ruler: I need sex
7630: A “welcome” kiss:
I give my body for forbidden love; I learn my English by fucking British
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I killed Xie Rong for escaping

I left home as soon as I could and I became an art student in a different city.

As a top student from my junior middle school everyone was shocked with my decision
going to an art college high school. Art College in China is called “The dye tanks”: A
place for people who couldn’t make it to the high school. A place to learn smoking, rock
and roll music, to have sex, a place to be “bad” and “mad” . My college was in a place
called “nine dragon hill” as romantic as it sounds we have the tallest chimney in the
whole Asia. The heavy pollution makes the sky always grey or painted with wild yellow
smoke but in my head it was my first home.

The change was clear: both in me and my surrounding. As a teenager, in China especially
in Chong Qing there was a strong image of how ‘an ideal lady’ should look like.
They called them: “pink powder” they should be: tall, thin, big eyes, high bridged
nose, long hair, shy, soft, gentle and in a dress! I grew up with my mum and I felt
guilty as I wanted to be pretty and feminine. I covered my young developing
female’s body with baggy boyish sportswear. I hide in the library reading The
Second Sex by Simone de Beauvoir. The Interpretation of Dreams by Freud, The
Unbearable Lightness of Being by Milan Kundera. In Search of Lost Time by Marcel
Proust, I hear ‘The Wall’ from pink Floyd.

Coming from an unhealthy childhood and complex family background; coming from an
education is only base on examination and spoon feed communism influence.
Western art was a spiritual rebirth, I felt I was not a lone anymore in books, music
and paintings; I lost myself on the mountain trying to paint the lights and air like
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Monet! I cried and saw my own mother in Frida Kahlo’s self-portraits. My heart was
diving in Von Gogh’s starry night. I read the darkness of human nature and lust
between the lines and I began to escape. To forgive my unfortunate life, I started
writing and directed my first stag play it was called “Pine” it involved 30 classmates
to performing in an electric factory.

Echo,echo,echo :

My birth name is Xie Rong. A family name from my granny Xie and a given name of my
mum; both of whom eventually divorced. I felt, I carry two single mothers on my
shoulders. I am Rong ‘蓉’the confederate rose, I grew up in tears. In 2000 I begin to
use the name ‘Echo’ to write articles for news paper.

"Don't ask where I come from, my home is far, far away. Why do I wander so far?
Wander so far, because of the olive tree in my dream."

That was: The Olive Tree, written by Chinese author San Mao, recorded in an album
called ECHO 1979. San Mao’s English name is Echo and she went to 54 countries in
search of her own home. In 1976 she published her first work, the fictionalizedautobiographical The Stories of the Sahara (撒哈拉的故事). Her writings continued to be
published from that point on, and her experiences in the Sahara and the Canary Islands
were published in several more books (see Fig.7). In 1991, at the age of 48, San Mao
died in a hospital in Taipei, having hanged herself with a pair of silk stockings.

I didn’t name myself Echo because of her, but I share the “home is elsewhere” believe
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with San Mao. I took “Echo” from the Greek mythology. The nymph who loves telling
stories but her voice being taken away by Hera; The nymph who can only repeat others
voice, the nymph who loved Narcissus. The nymph who died of a broken heart.

Home is elsewhere:

Chong Qing was where for the first place I thought about my identity. My unhappy
childhood and every woman’s life in my family. As a sensitive passionate art student
I was happy and comfortable to leave the past behind and seeing the world with my
own eyes.

Surrounded by crazy urban change in the city I watched Chongqing fast become an
electronic monster covered with ugly grey cold sky rise buildings, messy and dirty, it
shouts loud noise: ‘China will be powerful, make Chongqing the New York in
China’. My surroundings and I both grew fast but in different directions, I felt more
and more like a foreigner in China, I started to dream of going to Europe to explore
the philosophy art and myself.

I applied fine art degree at London Guildhall University and I got an unconditional offer,
but I don’t have money. For a Chinese to have a UK student visa I had to prove my
family have enough money to support all my tuition fee and living cost. So I need
100,000 pounds deposit. My dad’s company and wealthy was no longer excised so
the visa agent made all fake documents. British embassy founds out the truth straight
away. But instead of sending me home they encouraged me to apply one more year
of language school and one more year of art foundation course, so I did. I waited for
two years and travels to Beijing five times, after the fifth time I have been rejected
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the visa officer said to me: “you will never get a visa because you are on our black
list we know you have been lying.” I stayed in Beijing without studying or a job for
6monthes. I continued to apply for scholarship and believed somehow I will go to
England.

I got my visa on the Boxing Day. My agent called my mum asks her to transfer £1000
directly into the British ambassador bank account. She said my faith moved him so
he wants me to be a happy girl at Christmas.

English ambassador changes every two years in China. It’s a tough job to keep the border
controlled.

The changing of XIE 谢(言 language, 身 body, 寸 ruler) : The new ruler of
body and language

Coming from a loveless family I believed I can never find my true love. So call myself
“Echo” I thought I will always be a virgin nymph living and buried deeply in my own
heart. I have never even held the hand with any boy in China. In London I was much
freer to discovering my feminine nurture! In my old letter to home I wrote: “people
saying I am so pretty here, they call me a china doll! People also appreciate a woman
‘who has a brain’.”

Beak the ruler: I need sex
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7630: A “welcome” kiss:

I can’t remember his name but his taxi number7630.

2002, I carried two luggage which were bigger than myself and arrived in London
Heathrow airport. I was 19. My A-level college was in Market Harborough so they
arranged a taxi driver come to pick me up. During one hour of driving I found very
hard to keep up with any conversation with my poor English. Suddenly, he stopped
his car by the motor way and gave me a wooden perfumed apple and saying it will
give me good luck then he kissed me on my lips and saying it’s an English way to
say “welcome”. I froze my lips while he puts his face on me. I was stocked,
embarrassed, scared and secretly excited. I didn’t know what to react, I was never
been kissed.

He is the taxi driver the college hire to pick up all Chinese students. I don’t know how
many wooden apples he bought and how many girls he showed his friendliness to
but that night I was worried I will lost the only 4000 pounds cash I have, which my
mum hide inside my pants.

I give my body for forbidden love; I learn my English by fucking British

At the same night, I met another man, my monkey, my lover.
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His name is Jack, 14 years older than me, my teacher – a married man. He is an awkward
character, sensitive, isolated, self-tortured soul with a poetic and philosophic mind.
The reason I call him monkey is because: we were labours, he was the guardian and
teacher who lives with 7 male students from the colleges. He uses to dance for me in
the garden, not a great dancer bit like a monkey.

Market Harborough is a very small town, slow, quite, charming and beautiful. It was far
away enough from home for me to build a new life again. Being a foreigner made me
feel I can leave my negative family influence behind; live without people’s
judgments; even live outside any social groups, just me and my art, grow under
much less political pressure and historical responsibility! Life was light.

I began to grow my hair long and wearing dresses, I bought myself first bra and first pair
of high heel. I began to enjoy my appearance as a young woman rather than think it
was my weakness. But as a virgin I was still very shy and insecure, being called
“ugly ugly” in china made me shamed with my face and body. I always attracted
with man who speaks to my soul rather than my bum.

Jack gives me this feeling of distance and respect. Because he was married, so his love
and passion was I controlled and punished by his guilt. So I feel I am in control of
where I want to take this forbidden relationship.

I asked him to kiss me so he did, I ask him to take my flower so he tried but after three
package of condoms I was still not broken, he said it’s because he isn’t the right guy
for me, until the week he was leaving I troughed myself on him, so I was finally
broken in my own movement. So quickly, easily and pleasurably.
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We were together for six month ended by I am coming to London to study and he return
to his wife.

I did a painting for him, for my first love: me in a mirror, with lots of small bottles
hanging under, each bottle contains an object his gave me. “Put the secret at the
bottom of the bottle.” Good bye my monkey. (see Fig.8)
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The school of Dreams

Dream of love
Wooden heart girl
Marry me, safe me

The new born Echo Morgan
Truth in unconscious
I am a flower

Ladder
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Dream of love

Wooden heart girl

I don’t love myself! I don’t believe in loyalty and I don’t believe in family, I don’t believe
we were in love. I don’t believe love least. So he called me the “wooden heart girl”

I met Nick at my art foundation course. He is two years older than me, bright, handsome,
positive and very confident. Everything seems possible in his world. He showed me
a playful side of art and the joys of everyday simply life. Opposite from Chinese
tradition and my first twisted relationship where the word “love” is never spoken out
loud. Nick’s hug is warm, and his kisses are passionate. After been to ChengDu and
teaches in Mongolia Nick doesn’t hide his knowledge for Chinese cultural and
desires for Chinese girls. But the relationship had rocky start. I grow up in an
isolated kindergarten with my heartbroken mum. We never talk about love. At least
the love was never shows in kisses or hugs. So he was an alien who entered my
secret love dream.

My body told me: I was satisfied but I felt ashamed of my increasing desire for sex.

My head told me: be cool, be cold, focused on my art, but my art changed, it become full
of colour and lust and decorated with prettiness.
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My heart told me: I want to believe in his love, I want to live in his world.

2003, June. I got offered a place to study in BA graphic design in Central Saint Martin.
But I have no money to continue my education so I have no visa to stay in UK. At
this time, my first boyfriend: Jack divorced with his wife. He was planning to go to
China.

So there was a sunny Saturday afternoon, Nick and I agreed to meet in Victoria park
where we always go for run together. He set under a big tree with my little bicycle he
bought for me, his smile at me so tenderly just like he always does. We both had
something to tell each other.

I said: “ I saw jack again, he is divorced and he is going to china”
He said: “and?”
I said: “ I think I still love him.” My tears covered my face I hide my heart behind this
curtain of water. “Nick, I am going back to China, there is no future for us!”
He said:” but, Echo, today I was going to ask you to marry me.”

We didn’t get marry that summer, I moved in with Jack and spend three month with him
before he leave for China. My mum borrowed money from her friend so I extended
my student visa and went to CSM.
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My first year in CSM was difficult, after paying 9000 pound tuition fee I have nothing
left. I was so poor so I have to walk to college, luckily I found a job in a designer
boutique. But after rent and bills. 50 pounds was my month allowance. I was so thin
and unhappy.

Jack send me money sometimes but he prefers to live in China teaching than come back
to the UK. I realized the dissidence between us wasn’t because his marriage, wasn’t
because of country boarder. We are too similar; we both love the foreignness more
than each other.

Marry me, safe me

I miss Nick, not just his voice and warm body; not just his eyes and big hugs; I miss his
love poem, I miss his plan for future; I miss eating full English breakfast; I miss
country walks; I miss being wanted, I miss the feeling of hope. I was heartbroken for
I let my happiness slip through my finger.

2004, Christmas, I saw Nick again, it was love at second sigh. The following six month
we were fiscally inseparable but mentally tortured. Because I still receive money and
keeping long dissidence relationship with Jack. He is winning to financially support
me through my degree so as Jack’s girlfriend I am now having an affair with Nick.

I miss you little by little, then alot,
then too much,
then I have to lie to myself,
as I lie by myself,
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Right whispers in the ear of XieRong,
Blindness shines on satin sins,
Laminated words hide real feelings,
Lust is like me and loves you,
"Everything is cool"Buddha says,
When you close your eyes,
Before you sleep each nite,
I'll stroke your ears,
And kiss you between your eyes,
(Nick,2003)

2004. My visa is running out again, to ask for money from Jack and continue my study or
to ask Nick to merry me. I went with my heart. I chose the second one. I want to give
our love a chance to blossom. I asked him to marry me over the phone.

He said: “yes, let’s get married! At least you can stay in the country and then decide
where your heart is. I love you enough to give you this freedom.”

The 4th of June, 2004. We married in London. I was 21 he was 23. At our wedding we
exchanged pink and orange flowers. Without any of my family I married myself to
this English boy. At the time, my mum was the only one in China knew that I was
married she said on the phone quietly and calmly : “don’t be nervous, just get the
visa.” (see Fig.9)
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The new born Echo Morgan

“The heaviest of burdens crushes us, we sink beneath it, it pins us to the ground. But in
love poetry of every age, the woman longs to be weighed down by the man's body. The
heaviest of burdens is therefore simultaneously an image of life's most intense
fulfillment. The heavier the burden, the closer our lives come to the earth, the more real
and truthful they become. Conversely, the absolute absence of burden causes man to be
lighter than air, to soar into heights, take leave of the earth and his earthly being, and
become only half real, his movements as free as they are insignificant. What then shall
we choose? Weight or lightness” (Kundera,1984)

London becomes a home that China has never been to me, I feel like a new born woman.
All my angers and fears have gone. I found love found a family, I found myself fit into
the society! I stopped reading and writing, first because of the language but second
because I enjoy the lightness of being.

Echo Morgan was born in London2004. I give birth to myself, I created this cute, stylish
image for me to completely escape from Xie Rong’s life. Life without political
suppression and family boundaries. My life become light and pretty. I felt like a
show girl tightrope walking in the air, I felt like a butterfly flying out of my cocoon.
Just like my appearance, my art also changed.

My art was dying, killed by all tall, skinning perfect good-looking models. I moved away
from believing in art as a religion, I stopped exploring the darkness and
unconsciousness of painting and found my new fascination for cross media
collaboration. Especially in fashion and set design. I had a passion for exploring the
world through beauty in the decorative and sensual relationship with itself. (see
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Fig.10)

Truth in unconscious

Dream one:

I was in a field, like Van Gogh’s. The golden wheat waves sucked me inside. There was a
few women setting on a baggage claim carousel, they were my female relatives.
Everyone was motionless and have all their hair tied together. My mum came out
with a pink cocktail in her hand and said: “drink this, so you will be able to lie.”

Dream two:

I saw my old self Xie Rong in old empty grey Chinese village, Xie Rong looked at me
saying: “You look pretty, just like a China doll. Are you safe now? Are you happy? Why
don’t you answer? How about the dream? How about art? How about change the world?
Why do you answer? What happen to your voice? The village was a labyrinth. Xie Rong
left and I was lost.

Helene Cixous said: “we must know how to treat dream as a dream, to leave it free.” So I
am not trying to interpret them. But the feeling of being back in china was vivid and
powerful. I wake up crying and wrote down my feeling and question:
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“Can I really cut off my family roots just because they weren’t perfect? Can I really be this
crossed cultural citizen, swinging between both worlds and at the same time not belong to
any? Can I really live in a fantasised, beautiful babble world forever? On my journey of
searching for a home, I tried to leave China behind, leave Xie Rong behind. But life isn’t
black and white; there were too many extraordinary moments that I do cherish. Trying to
remove my 18 years memories in China has cut off my roots. I lose my identity in
translation.”

I am a flower

After 20 years of divorce my mum still tells everyone that she is happily married. In
Chinese custom the “face” is her pride. I learn to respected that now. But since I got
married she has become more relaxed and more open to expressing her own feeling. She
came to London this summer 2010 and stayed with me and my husband for one month,
she asked us to take her out travelling every day. I was a full time a photographer and a
full time stylist with joy. It was a surprise to see her wearing high heels, make up and
different beautiful feminine outfit to meet all my friends and family. I asked what makes
her change. She said that “she almost died in Sichuan earthquake 2008. At that moment
when the ground was shaking, the noise filled her head with mixture of people’s
screaming and building clapping, she saw her life in flash, she cried because there were
no colours and no joy.” So now she wants to give herself another chance to find her
youth. At age of 53, she is travelling everywhere in china with her female friends from
the village and the army.

All of those women who grew up in Cultural Revolution, and spent their youth in the
farms are studying Photoshop to airbrush their wrinkles and writing blogs to share their
travel experiences. My mum said it’s only matter of time that she will tell people that I
have been divorced, because she wants find a partner to grow old together. (see Fig.11)
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My dad is still the gangster he tries to be. He’s still swinging between all the Chengdu
clubs with his girlfriends who are younger than me. He takes drugs now to keep up his
active sensational life going. We haven’t spoken for two years.

My name is Xie Rong, I am a Hibiscus. My roots are in China; (see Fig.12)

Ladder

At age of 27, I am writing my first autobiography, after reading books by Helene
Cixous ,Wei Hui and Xin Ran. This is a body of work which vibrates with my
dissertation. It’s my understanding outcome of Helene Cixous’s feminine writing.

Now, I am exhausted and relieved. I left many of my memories and secrets here. So I can
move on.

My sketchbook now has a page full of “X” they illustrate different events of me and my
family’s life. I am looking at my sketch book the “X” built into a ladder, or it’s not a
ladder, it does move up and down but it’s not stable, it looks like a ‘jack in the box’ toy.
(see Fig.13)I drew red dots on the meeting point of each “X” Now I have a stable ladder.
I link all the dots that become clear line reach different steps of my life and leads to my
root. I’m looking at those crossing points: where Xie Rong and Echo Morgan meets its:
‘is’; ‘me’; ‘now’. I appreciate my experience in both countries and finally feel
comfortable to face my childhood.
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This is my cross, “X” the meeng point between the lines. It’s me and my soul; I should stop
separang Xie Rong and Echo Morgan by how my looks have changed and join them by my
heart. And let my heart grow, use my sensivity to write and paint. So now my “X” becomes two
parallel lines, vibrang by the line in the middle: my heart. This is my new ladder, a ladder to
reach the deepest roots and the dreams! (see Fig.14)
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